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The electron is a subatomic particle, symbol e âˆ’ or Î² âˆ’, whose electric charge is negative one elementary
charge. Electrons belong to the first generation of the lepton particle family, and are generally thought to be
elementary particles because they have no known components or substructure. The electron has a mass that
is approximately 1/1836 that of the proton.
Electron - Wikipedia
The cathode-ray tube (CRT) is a vacuum tube that contains one or more electron guns and a phosphorescent
screen, and is used to display images. It modulates, accelerates, and deflects electron beam(s) onto the
screen to create the images. The images may represent electrical waveforms (oscilloscope), pictures
(television, computer monitor), radar targets, or other phenomena.
Cathode-ray tube - Wikipedia
navweps 16-45-637 tb 11-6625-274-12/1 department of the army technical bulletin test data for electron tube
test sets tv-7/u, tv-7a/u, tv-7b/u, and tv-7d/u
TEST DATA FOR ELECTRON TUBE TEST SETS TV-7/U, TV-7A/U, TV
In the late 1980s I tested as many push-pull transformers as I could get ahold of. The test bed was a modified
Heathkit W-6 amplifier with push-pull 6550s.
Push-Pull Transformer Test - One Electron
Basic Radio - The Essentials of Electron tubes and their Circuits, J. Barton Hoag, 1942, 379 pages. This
college-level electronics text is "designed for the student with only a limited background in physics and
mathematics".
Technical books online - tubebooks.org
On this page I will be displaying various types of vintage test equipment I have acquired over the years, some
pieces will be common but interesting others not so common.
Vintage Test Equipment
Electron beam welding, despite a long history and widespread arc and laser technology, is still widely used in
industry. The main applications for this high efficiency welding process are: automotive, electronics, electrical
engineering, aerospace and mechanical engineering industry.
Electron beam welding â€“ Techniques and trends â€“ Review
64 2. Carbohydrate fermentation tests In this exercise, you will be using a fermentation tube test which
contains a carbohydrate (Glucose, Lactose, or Sucrose in this case), a phenol red broth (pH
Exercise 12 Biochemical Characteristics - bulletworm.com
Seite mit vielen Links zu interessanten Themen wie PC, Windows, HiFi, Audio, ISDN, Austria, Stockerau,
blue-danube DIY audio
blue-danube DIY audio - Friedrich Stockhammer
Figure 1. The working principle of the dekatron on the left is based on the transfer of a glow discharge from
one cathode to the next. The E1T scaler tube on the right is based on the deflection of an electron beam.
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The making of the E1T - Ronald's electronic project site
Twenty Years! I would have bet against the Tube CAD Journal ever going this long, as few efforts ever do.
How many of you have already broken your New Year's resolution? Who can remember where he was
working or who he was dating two decades ago?
Tube CAD Journal
Low Power Broadcasting Brooke's NRD-545 page News Group: rec.radio.shortwave British Military
Communications DXing.com - receiver reports - Sherwood Engineering Inc. - Reveiver Test Data - The
R390A/URR - DSP ``Smart" Audio Detection - Kneisner + Doering Elektronik GmbH - KWZ30 - SangeanBrooke's Electronics Page - PRC68.com
Pollen viability, pollen germination and pollen tube growth in the biofuel seed crop Jatropha curcas
(Euphorbiaceae)
Pollen viability, pollen germination and pollen tube
With over 500,000 users downloading 3 million documents per month, the WBDG is the only web-based
portal providing government and industry practitioners with one-stop access to current information on a wide
range of building-related guidance, criteria and technology from a 'whole buildings' perspective.
WBDG | WBDG - Whole Building Design Guide
Readbag users suggest that 02-04.PDF is worth reading. The file contains 221 page(s) and is free to view,
download or print.
Read 02-04.PDF
The ÂµTracer, a miniature Tube Curve Tracer / Tester. This extremely small Tube Tester measures tube
characteristics in a pulsed mode. In this way the circuit can be kept very small while the use of â€œheavyâ€•
high power / dissipation components can be avoided.
The uTracer, a miniature Tube Curve Tracer / Tester.
10. TEST EQUIPMENT - Invest in a good bench-top or handheld multimeter. Look for one with an
auto-ranging feature. This feature allows the meter to automatically adjust to the proper range for testing.
101 ELECTRONICS PAGE 2 - www.101science.com
STANDARD PARTS WHAT IS A STANDARD PART? Mentioning standard parts usually brings to mind the
thought of merely â€œnuts or boltsâ€• when, in fact, other types of parts as well as materials
STANDARD PARTS - Federal Aviation Administration
Back to the GEO Home Page Musical Instrument Tube Amp Building, Maintaining and Modifying FAQ. Much
of this material applies to building or re-building hi-fi equipment, as well but it was originally intended for
musical instrument crazies.
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